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„Project Club” is a competition for the best 
club party under the Ballantine’s label.  
The main prize for the winners is the  
possibility to become a manager of one  
of the top clubs in Poland.  

For Ballantine’s, a player of the so called 
dark market, this initiative provided an 
opportunity to recruit a new audience and 
deliver a message that would be coherent 
with the  brand’s approach.

But how?

THE BACKGROUND
„Project Club” is a created by Mullen Lowe Warsaw 
creative idea of the competition for the best club 
party under the Ballantine’s label. The main prize for 
the winner was the possibility to become a manager 
of one of the top clubs in Krakow and Warsaw, where 
the they would be able to arrange and organize the 
event of their dreams.

The aim of the campaign was to engage “young 
adults” - users from the Aspiring Socials group  
and invite them to enter the world of Ballantine’s. 
The goal was for the applications to reflect the 
brand’s concept of “Stay True”, through music,  
activities, drinks and general entourage. The 3  
top-ranked propositions were executed.
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27 - CONSUMER MARKETING (EXISTING PRODUCT) 
45 - DIGITAL CAMPAIGN
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SUMMARY
The first stage of the project was to find a “Stay 
True” story to kick off the brand’s campaign. In order 
to do this, the agency mapped influencers for the 
brand’s target group. The agency followed what  
they wrote online, what comments and emotions 
they shared across social media. The opportunity 
was seized when one of the most popular Polish  
funk musicians expressed the need and will to  
get engaged in a new musical project. The brand’s  
reaction was immediate. Ballantine’s invited the  
artist to participate in the project and choose 1 of  
the most interesting ideas for the party to be  
executed along with the 3 top-ranked propositions.

The second stage focused on activating consumers 
via online communication – micro-targeting informa-
tion to specific communities and close cooperation 
with their key influencers. As a result, Aspiring  
Socials discussed the best ideas for a club and 
partying with Ballantine’s, shared content and  
increased the campaign’s reach. This formula 
allowed to reach a wide range of media and  
position the brand in lifestyle, music and party  
magazines.

The entire campaign was organized around the Con-
tent Engine mechanics. Devoted editorial teams were 
appointed to work with traditional and digital media, 
bloggers and influencers, creating new content with-
in Ballantine’s key communication touchpoints. The 
teams focused on building engagement around the 
brand and strengthening brand equity.

THE RESULT
Thanks to the activities undertaken between  
July and October 2015, the campaign reached  
over 700,000 users, who generated over 68,000  
clicks, 11,000 likes as well as over 500 comments 
and shares on Facebook. Moreover, the brand has 
acquired over 8,000 new fans.

The competition’s page was visited over 200,000 
times and PR activities resulted in 56 publications 
across nationwide and local press.

THE CHALLENGE

Ballantine’s is perceived as a conservative brand.  
As commercial communication activities are limited  
by Polish law, the brand is active on the so-called dark 
market, which hinders the possibilities to refresh the  
image and reach new audiences through traditional 
brand communication methods. The agency’s challenge 
was to engage a new group of recipients to interact  
with the brand basing on a global “Stay True” platform,  
and setting the brand in legally appropriate position.


